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is it possible to get a place with one or two grades down 

Hi, would like to check whether City offers part time Bsc Diagnostic Imagining, if yes what is the duration? 

Hi I've just got conditional offer from city university. on the selection day I found the university surpassed my 

expectation and I cannot wait to join 

Hi, would like to check whether City offers part time Bsc Diagnostic Imagining, if yes what is the duration? 

Hi, sorry we don't as our course is full-time only 

Hi can you talk about the course more and what do we do in the first year 

How many applicants do you take on? 

Hi my name is Saima Durrani I've just got conditional offer from city university. on the selection day I found the 

university surpassed my expectation and I cannot wait to join 

Thank you! Its great to get such good feedback! 

is it possible to get a place with one or two grades down 

Hi , do you mean during the clearing period or generally? 

yes rebecca thats what i meant during the clearing process 

How many applicants do you take on? 

38 for radiotherapy and 78 for diagnostic imaging 

My friend achieved a DM in her btec. Is it possible for her to apply? 

Hi current students, thanks for the chat, I'm Nardene. Would you recommend reading any particular books before 

starting the course? Was there anything in particular you found difficult getting your head around in the first year? 

I just wanted to know what apart from obviously getting relevant grades what else i can do to prepare myself for first 

year of Diagnostic Radiography ? 

I applied in November and I still haven't got a reply back, should I call to check up on the progress or is it normal to 

wait this long? 
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Hi i havent heard anything from city yet, should i be worried? 

So city only accepts the extended diploma? 

Hi I was wondering when I would hear back from the university as they have not replied to me yet on UCAS 

Hi, I was wondering if you could breakdown the split between academic studies and clinical placements for the 

Diagnostic Radiography course? 

Is there any clinical placement in first year? 

I just wanted to know what apart from obviously getting relevant grades what else i can do to prepare myself for first 

year of Diagnostic Radiography ? 

Hi - have you already done a clinical placement visit? 

how many students are accepted during clearing 

Hi, I was made a conditional offer of 120 UCAS points including Bin A level biology. I was wondering if this offer 

includes an EPQ (extended project qualification) 

yes i have completed one and I am going on another tomorrow 

Hi i havent heard anything from city yet, should i be worried? 

When did you apply? have you come to one of our selection days? 

Hi can you talk about the course more and what do we do in the first year 

So I'll talk about first year radiotherapy because that' the one I study! First year has got modules like anatomy, 

physiology and the basic principles that make up radiotherapy. You'll be spending a lot of time learning about body 

systems and the tumours that occur in them. Hope that helps. 

yes rebecca thats what i meant during the clearing process 

Usually we do not drop the grades. However this will be reviewed on an individual basis. 

I havent gotten any invitations and i applied in December 

Hi, I went on a selection day yesterday and was wondering when to expect a reply. 
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Hi. I was wondering how is the course (Diagnostic Radiography) carrid or through the whole 3 years as in is it mainly 

physics and then a bit of biology and chemistry or is it all equall precentages? 

hello -there is a mixture of physics and biology throughout the three years. we have a very limited focus on chemistry. 

its difficult to give exact percentages as the module tend to be integrated with medical imaging practice. 

how many weeks of placement is there in year 1 

7weeks 

Hi Richard, sorry diagnostic 

how many weeks of placement is there in year 1 

when do you start placement how many weeks in 

Hi, I was made a conditional offer of 120 UCAS points including Bin A level biology. I was wondering if this offer 

includes an EPQ (extended project qualification) 

Hi - not if that isn't stated as part of your offer. Once the results are out- if you have dropped a grade but have 

performed well in your EPQ we may take that into account to make up your UCAS points 

Hi Richard, sorry diagnostic 

Hi. I cannot access it at the moment, but if you send me an email I will get one sent over to you 

(sophie.willis.l@city.ac.uk) 

how will student radiographers on placement be assessed 

Hi,which hospitals do place students for the clinicals or can we choose a convenient hospital? 

when do you start placement how many weeks in 

IN first year, the placement will be at the end the year (after your summer exams) 

how will student radiographers on placement be assessed 

Hi -we have a blended range of assessments throughout the programme. these include: written exams, OSCEs, 

presentations, essays, vivas and research project 

Is there any books that you would recommend reading before I start my diagnostic imaging course this year 

I am currently studying a foundation year at another university. Do you accept foundation years for Diagnostic 

Radiography ? 
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Can I apply with a double award applied science where i am predicted a DD? @Dr Soph Willis 

Is there any books that you would recommend reading before I start my diagnostic imaging course this year 

Hi I really would recommend that you focus on your current studies. but if you would like a copy of our reading list, 

please email me and I can send one later {sophie.wilis.l@city.ac.uk) 

Hi,which hospitals do place students for the clinicals or can we choose a convenient hospital? 

Hi, We work with specific clinical partner sites so you can't choose one yourself. You can see the list of sites under 

the "Placement" section on our course pages online here: 

https://www.city.ac.uk/courses/undergraduate/radiography-radiotherapy-and-oncology and 

https://www.city.ac.uk/courses/undergraduate/radiography-diagnostic-imaging 

Radiography - Diagnostic Imaging 

City's degree will provide you with the skills and knowledge to help diagnose illness by producing and interpreting 

images. 

Radiography - Radiotherapy and Oncology 

This degree will give you the knowledge and skills to work on the frontline of cancer care making a vital difference to 

the care and support of patients and their families . 

Will our performance on placement affect our progression to second year. 

I am currently studying a foundation year at another university. Do you accept foundation years for Diagnostic 

Radiography ? 

yes we do as long as its in a relevant subject. We ask for an average mark of 65% with no failed modules 

Will our performance on placement affect our progression to second year. 

Yes - you in each year of study there are placement modules that are credit based. these must be passed in order for 

you to progress. your conduct is always monitored and therefore yes, if it falls below expectation it will impact on your 

progression. 

Is there any books that you would recommend reading before I start my diagnostic imaging course this year 

Clark's Pocket Handbook for Radiographers and Bones and Joints: A Guide for Students are helpful books during 

your degree/placement 
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Can I apply with a double award applied science where i am predicted a DD? @Dr Soph Willis 

I am currently studying a foundation year at another university. Do you accept foundation years for Diagnostic 

Radiography ? 

Hi , We accept foundation degrees on an individual basis. You would need to also have 5 GCSE's including you Math's 

and English grades A-C. 

Can I apply with a double award applied science where i am predicted a DD? @Dr Soph Willis 

HI Nadiya, what other subjects are you studying as well as your double science award? 

Hi I have applied in January haven't heard back at all 

Will there be any leniency Dr Soph if I or others may not achieve the desired 30 Distinctions in Access To Radiography? 

Hi I have applied in January haven't heard back at all 

Hi, Could I have your UCAS ID No . 

How hours will we be required to complete weekly during the 7 weeks placement for diagnostic radiography 

BSc (Hons) Radiography (Diagnostic Imaging) at 

City, University of London 

BSc (Hons) 
Radiography 
(Diagnostic 
Imaging) 
Sunbal Bibi 

Radiography (Diagnostic Imaging) student 

Sunbal shares her experience of studying at City 

and her advice for future students. 

https://youtu. be/fQBSQyasEHY 
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6 City, University of London School of Health 

Sciences tour 

School of Health Sciences campus tour 

https://youtu. be/rPyLAtDTC4E 

Will there be any leniency Dr Soph if I or others may not achieve the desired 30 Distinctions in Access To 

Radiography? 

No - I'm very sorry that we are unable to be flexible with this 

How hours will we be required to complete weekly during the 7 weeks placement for diagnostic radiography 

28 hours a week as an average 

I am currently undertaking Access to science,Gcse Maths and English will this be enough for entry requirements? 

Hi, You would meet the entry requirements for this course. 

I am currently undertaking Access to science,Gcse Maths and English will this be enough for entry requirements? 

You would need to achieve 30 credits at Distinction with at least 6 credits at Distinction in Physics and 15 credits at 

Merit. Applicants must hold GCSE English and Mathematics at grade C (4) or above. 

So pending results are acceptable right? 

Yes - we make the offer on your predicted grades 

Could I kindly get some information about the accommodation available 

Will we be on placement for the same days every week or will every week have a different set of days that will be 

allocated to us. 

during our first year if we require extra support in physics are there any extra classes that university offers for students 
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Thank you Rebecca 

Do you have any additional questions? We are happy to answer them. 

how many hours a day normally would placement be 

You need to attend for28 hours per week. You may work for a range of hours a day (depending on the placement 

requirement) to achieve this, up to a maximum of 12 hours per day. 

Does the city education grant still apply for undergrads? 

Top tip- During first year all the anatomy and physiology learning happens on line through a site called Wiley and the 

anatomy textbook we use is uploaded on there, so if you prefer learning with books that you can hold in your hands 

and annotate I'd suggest checking out Tortora anatomy&phys. 

How and when do we apply for a bursary? 

Top tip for diagnostic students- 'Clark's Pocket Handbook for Radiographers' can come in handy at placement 

Do the allocated placements change each year? 

Does the city education grant still apply for undergrads? 

you can find more details about this here: https://www.city.ac.uk/study/fees-and-funding/scholarships-and

bursaries/city-education-grant 

City Education Grant 

The City Education Grant is intended to provide additional financial support for new Home/UK undergraduates 

starting their undergraduate course. 

Do the allocated placements change each year? 

Hello - yes they do for radiotherapy within a set pattern, for diagnostic imaging you will also be required to attend a 

range of placement sites 

How and when do we apply for a bursary? 

Hi, we do not offer any bursary. Applicants need to apply for Student Loan. 
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If you are taking a student loan, do you have to personally pay for the accommodation or it that covered in the student 

loan? 

How and when do we apply for a bursary? 

You can find out more about fees and funding options here: https://www.city.ac.uk/study/fees-and-funding. 

You may also be able to apply for additional financial support. To support the clinical placement element of your 

studies the government is offering the following non-repayable grants through the Learning Support fund: 

Up to £3,000 for exceptional hardship 

- Reimbursement of additional travel and accommodation costs over normal daily travel costs.

- Students with children can claim a £1,000 Child Dependants Allowance

You can find out more about these options here: https://thefundingclinic.org.uk/undergraduate/ 

Fees and funding 

Find out about fees at City, as well as the range of funding options. 

Undergraduate university-based degree routes - The Funding Clinic 

Thank you @Dr Soph Willis 

Could anyone tell me how many applicants there are, and spaces available? 

how many sets of exams is there in year 1 

Could anyone tell me how many applicants there are, and spaces available? 

We take 78 Diagnostic students and 38 radiotherapy students each year. We usually have 3 times as many applicants 

as places available. 

how many sets of exams is there in year 1 

Hi- there is one in Nov, three in Jan and four in May 
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Hi, what societies are available to join for first year students 

These societies will be available to introduce themselves and take any questions from you during our fresher's fair 

One last question about the accommodation; are there any girls-only halls or are all mixed? 

And also, should I be worried if I haven't heard anything back as yet since my application through UCAS last year 

December? 

Hi, I was wondering if there is anything that anyone would recommend to do before starting the Course in 

September? 

Hi Sania, have a long holiday and relax and enjoy it!! Once you start university most holidays are taken up with 

revision except over summer - as is the case with all university courses! 

For diagnostic radiography, what is the hardest topic? 

And also, should I be worried if I haven't heard anything back as yet since my application through UCAS last year 

December? 

Hi - could we have your UCAS ID please? 

Hi Good Day! Can you tell me what the selection process is like in choosing applicants each academic year? 

Hi - please take a look at the link https://www.city.ac.uk/health/selection-day?SO VARIATION 110120=0 this will 

give you info on our Selection Days 

Selection Day 

Assessment sessions and assessment days 

Thank you very much! I am an international student, I live in the Caribbean. If I am unable to attend a selection day 

what is thereby the procedure? 

One last question about the accommodation; are there any girls-only halls or are all mixed? 

All the accommodation that we have is mixed but you could put in a request along with your accommodation 

application if you would like to live near/with girls. 
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For diagnostic radiography, what is the hardest topic? 

This can vary from student to student. If you have a biology A-level, this can be helpful and can make anatomy exams 

slightly easier. However, support is available if you struggle with any topics. The lectures are welcoming of any 

questions/ clarifications if required . 

Does NHS waive tuition for citizens who end up working for them after the course? 

Hi, unfortunately no! 

Thanks Pam 

Thank you very much! I am an international student, I live in the Caribbean. If I am unable to attend a selection day 

what is thereby the procedure? 

Hi, Thanks for your message. I emailed asking for some information regarding your application to help with 

assessing you application. I will forward my email again. This will come from health@city.ac.uk 

What does a typical week look like for students,in terms of lectures,tutorials,practicals and placements? 

Thank you very much! I am an international student, I live in the Caribbean. If I am unable to attend a selection day 

what is thereby the procedure? 

If you are successful we would ask you to attend an interview via Skype. 

Okay no problem thank you! Should I be worried that I have not heard back as yet? 

No not all. Once you have provided the information re: your qualifications we will progress your application to 

the next stage. 

What does a typical week look like for students,in terms of lectures,tutorials,practicals and placements? 

practicals will group be in a group and you will go through request cards as you would get in real setting (hospital). 

What does a typical week look like for students,in terms of lectures,tutorials,practicals and placements? 

At the start of term the timetable is not too full and really manageable. A lot of lectures will be in the first half of the 

day so from 9-12 and then the second half of the day has something called "directed study" fitted in which is your own 

personal revision time for the topics that you've covered earlier in the week. 

is directed study a choice 

Hi - it is an essential part of all modules 






